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We're looking for someone who has multiple talents, (writes well, communicates effectively, be able to sell
ice to Eskimos, be engaging/friendly/assertive, among many others,) can think fast, inspire confidence, ignore
limits/rules/traditions (when appropriate,) and tolerate high levels of chaos, shuffled priorities, risk and stress.
In short, we're looking for an aspiring or seasoned entrepreneur who can help grow three businesses (and to
be honest, probably a few more.) One is a successful/rapidly growing IT service business with 20+ years in
the Indianapolis Market, another is a startup with billion dollar potential and the other(s) are interesting but
undeveloped/too young to assess.
You should have some track record of entrepreneurial activities - successful or not. Any or no college degree
is acceptable - but you must be able to explain why you got the degree(s) you have and/or why you blew it
off. Accounting, Marketing, Finance, HR and Management skills would be a plus. Networking skills would be
good too (not the CAT5 kind - although that would be an added bonus.)
You must have a comfort level with technology, present well and bring creative problem solving,
self-reliance, teamwork and responsibility to the job. We don't have a training program :)
You must be willing to take a personality test.

Location: Indianapolis
Compensation: $10/hr
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